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Evolution not Revolution: 
The Value of Being Good

In education, accolades are frequently reserved for 
the shining stars: those that emerge suddenly, blazing 
a trail of brilliance or that establish themselves at the 
pinnacle of academic achievement year after year. 
This is true both at an individual and an institutional 
level. At Leyton Sixth Form College, however, 
we celebrate the kind of success which does not 
necessarily lend itself to media headlines or glossy 
banners but that is no less valuable.

Leyton Sixth Form is a thoroughly good college and 
we pride ourself on this achievement. Under four 
successive OFSTED frameworks which have been 
judged as ‘good’ with much that is excellent and with 
diminishing areas for improvement.  The most recent 
inspection report, published in 2020, highlighted a 
learning environment at the college in which students, 
“work hard and excel in their studies.”   

Our capacity to maintain such a consistent track 
record has been founded on three core principles:

•	 A commitment to inclusivity
•	 High expectations matched with high levels of 

support
•	 A belief that staff matter: they are our greatest 

asset

We are an inclusive and ambitious college committed 
to helping students of all educational backgrounds 
reach their potential and we celebrate each and every 
individual’s progress on our academic and vocational 
programmes. Establishing and maintaining high 
expectations means that more and more of our students 
are able to take up places at top universities, art and 

drama schools and conservatoires or are accepted 
onto competitive apprenticeships or school leaver 
schemes. Amongst these wonderful achievements we 
are as proud of our students who progress from entry 
level	 qualifications	 to	 achieve	multiple	 distinction*	
grades and a place university, as we are our Oxbridge 
candidates who attain the highest A Level grades.
 
Our ambition for our students is not limited to the 
qualifications	 that	 they	 achieve.	 Since	 I	 became	
Principal in 2017 we have taken active steps to widen 
and strengthen our community and to broaden the 
horizons and ambitions of all who study and work 
at the college. We want our students to be agents of 
change in their own lives and the lives of others. It 
is for this reason that we emphasise the importance 
of	finding	a	voice	and	speaking	up	for	what	matters.	
This belief underpins our Broadening Horizons tutorial 
programme, our work with organisations such as CUK 
and Leaders Unlocked and our involvement in national 
campaigns on a range of issues from climate change to 
reducing school exclusions. Courage and kindness are 
at the heart of who we are and what we do.
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To be courageous is, in part, to be willing to embrace 
new ideas and to challenge yourself. At Leyton Sixth 
Form College, we recognise that we are all learners. 
Our mission statement articulates our commitment 
to	 supporting	 students	 to,	 “fulfil	 their	 academic	
potential and become thinking, questioning and 
caring members of society.” To this end we believe 
in the importance of instilling in our students a desire 
to	work	hard	 and	 to	 see	difficulty	 and	 challenge	 as	
opportunities, to be resilient and to be able respond 
positively to criticism and failure, to be ambitious and 
to take responsibility for realising those ambitions. 

It is also our belief that these expectations apply as 
much to members of staff. As such, what we want 
and	expect	for	our	students:	that	they	are	confident,	
independently minded, creative, thoughtful and 
highly achieving individuals are also the desired 
characteristics we seek to nurture in our colleagues. 

In the same way that the most productive classrooms 
benefit	 from	 trusting	 and	 mutually	 respectful	
relationships,	 from	 honest	 self-reflection	 and	 open	
dialogue, so too do professional relationships 
amongst staff. The wellbeing of colleagues is 
paramount. They are encouraged and supported in 
all aspects of their professional development.  They 
are allowed to experiment and make mistakes, are 
widely consulted and involved in all elements of the 
decision-making process.  

Whatever the future holds for us in these uncertain 
times,	I	am	confident	that	LSC	will	continue	to	thrive	
as a diverse, creative and inclusive community. Our 
staff, whether they are teachers or other professionals, 
believe in the capacity of our students to achieve 
more than they think possible and it is through our 
shared	endeavours	that	we	support	everyone	to	fulfil	
their potential.


